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Introduction
The world has changed dramatically since the arrival of the internet. This is not news
to anyone reading this but many green industry companies have been slow to adapt
to the online world and its potential.
There are a lot of green industry companies that are successful without a significant
online presence. They’ve relied on years of experience with leads generated from
word of mouth, building relationships with decision makers, and referrals.
This will certainly change in the future for those wanting to grow their businesses.
That’s not to say the methods above will not work but as green industry companies
continue to adapt and succeed with online marketing, these same companies that
were once successful will be getting left behind as more and more take advantage of
the online platforms available and grow their market share.
To help your company expand its online presence and grow your business via the
internet, I’ve put together a digital marketing checklist that will provide you with a
number of specific strategies to help you succeed online for years to come.
If you’re brand new to building an online presence for your business, the information
can be overwhelming but you have to remember that it all starts with single small step
to get the ball rolling.
To your success,
Matt Wacek,
Founder of Landscape Marketing Pros &
Former Owner of MJW Landscape Contracting
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5 Free Tactics For A Successful Digital Marketing Campaign
The keys to success in any business are having solid systems in place to efficiently
accomplish the tasks needed to generate revenue and maximize profits, the same
approach should be taken when it comes to marketing your business online.
This guide is designed to ensure you’re well-versed on these forms of digital
advertising and can put them to use as soon as possible. You’ll notice that simply
“having a website” is not included in this guide as it is now a prerequisite for any
green industry company that wants to grow their business to have a functional,
professional website for prospective customers to get information about your
products/services. This guide will help those prospects find your website!
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Get Listed On ‘Google My Business’

Google My Business allows business owners to have their company’s contact
information appear in the search results - usually near the top, for their locale. This is
sometimes referred to as the map-pack, Google 3-pack, etc.

Claiming your Google Business listing is 100% free. The biggest draw to having a
Google Business listing is the potential return on investment (ROI), because having
your business seen at the top of the Google search rankings in your city is absolutely
priceless.
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Whenever a person in the area your business is located (you can select the radius of
your service area when setting up your listing) searches for the keyword + city (for ex.
Landscaping Champlin MN), your listing can be shown at the very top of the results
allowing a prospective customer to “push-to-call” when browsing on their phone or
visit your website (you have one right?! 😯 ) with just one click.
It’s a relatively simple process to claim your listing, follow the protocol here: https://
www.google.com/business and after the verification process is complete you’ll be set
to go!
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Claim Your Social Media Presence!

Just having a Facebook or Instagram page isn’t enough if you’re not posting from it
consistently and even more importantly, staying engaged with your followers AND
those that review your company on its Facebook page - both good or bad! Make sure
to address any and all concerns, questions, and comments that followers post in
comments and/or reviews. These types of posts can be organic or paid if you want to
expand the reach.
If you do not have a social media presence yet, head over to https://
www.facebook.com/pages/create to create a Facebook page for your business. It’s
100% free, but make sure you’re creating a business page where those becoming fans
of your company “like” & “follow” your page, not a personal page for your company
where connections are made by becoming “friends”.
Your next step is to create an Instagram page for your company which can be created
for 100% free here: https://www.instagram.com, you’ll then need to connect your
business Instagram page to your business Facebook page, thankfully Facebook has a
simple tutorial set up for this which can be accessed here: https://www.facebook.com/
business/help/502981923235522.

So. . . What Should You Post? How Often?
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1. High Quality Images of Big Transformations - 1-4x Per Month
One thing that will stop a prospective customer that’s scrolling through their feed are
amazing images that stand out and catch their
eyes.
A great example of this that’s similar to the green
industry are organic posts (not paid ads) from
custom home builders of image collections of
newly built homes that accumulate a ton of
engagement in the form of “reactions”,
“comments”, and “shares”.
The same is to be done when you create an
elegant landscape construction project or make a
lawn look immaculate. Post high quality images
(before & afters work great for this as well) along
with a short description of the project, and a call
to action with your company phone number &
website address at the bottom of the post at least
once per week to keep content fresh and in front
of your following.
One thing to note is that not every post will “go
viral” but share the posts on your own personal
page and encourage employees, friends, family,
etc. to share and you’ll begin to gain traction!
2. Promotions/Specials - At least once per month
Announcing a special on a service (a common example: a discount for 50% off a
dethatch/spring clean up when a customer signs up for mowing through the season)
costs nothing except the short amount of time to create the idea for the discounted
services and writing the post, and even on a lower-ticket priced service (such as a onetime lawn maintenance such as aeration or dethatching) the return on investment is
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massive!
Another great method when creating
promotions/specials is to write in the
post to have your prospective
customers mention they saw the ad on
social media, why do this? Because
then you know EXACTLY where the
lead (prospective customer) saw your
company and how they found you, this
is crucial to knowing what advertising
methods are working best for your
business so you can focus more
resources to what’s working vs. what is
not working.

3. Announcing Blog Posts - At least once per month
Many green industry business owners have
mixed opinions on whether or not a blog is
needed on your website. Some will say that it’s
a waste of time (as a former landscape
contractor, I can admit to saying this at one
point years ago), others say it’s great for keeping
fresh content on your website in regards to
keeping Google happy (SEO purposes). Both
have their justification - if you plan on never
posting, then it’s best to not start a blog for your
company, but if you want to continue adding
fresh content on your site, a blog is a great way
to do it!
Once your post is live, you’ll want to share it on
all your social media pages - Facebook,
Instagram, etc. Not only will this help drive traffic (visitors), but it will create a social
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backlink (links pointing from your website to your social media profiles) to your
website. Plus, how else will anyone know about your latest post if you don’t broadcast
it to your company’s followers?!

BONUS: Now, having a blog is all fine and dandy but when it comes to business, you
must maximize the revenue potential for all efforts & energy you put in and without
anyone seeing your blog/website, then it’s not generating leads & eventual sales.
Here’s an advanced paid advertising technique that can turn your blog posts into sales
that may otherwise have never occurred using retargeting (when a visitor views your
site & leaves without completing a specific action and ads follow them around until
they complete the action on your
website, Amazon is one example of
many companies that employ this
powerful strategy - in this case it
would be to fill out your company’s
contact form to become a lead and
then begin your sales process).
How do you do this? We’ll look at
an example in the health niche,
which can be replicated similarly in
the green industry.
This is an organic Facebook post
about a recipe (blog post) which
had a large amount of engagement
and likely hundreds, if not
thousands of people clicked to
check out the recipe.
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The post includes the full recipe
and informative value, and then at
the bottom of the blog post there
is a call-to-action to join their
newsletter (a.k.a. something that
will eventually produce revenue
for this company). For a green
industry company/landscape
contractor a great CTA would be
to encourage your visitor to visit
your contact page and submit
their information to begin the
sales process.
And here’s where this strategy
can begin to make you more
money - if someone views the
blog post or other pages on your website without completing the specific action
(signing up for a newsletter, completing a contact form, purchasing a product, etc.)
ads are dispatched and will follow your visitor around Facebook & Instagram to further
entice them to come back and make a purchase, join the newsletter or complete a
contact form, etc.
Note: When employing a retargeting strategy, you must have your Facebook pixel set
up properly - which is covered in Tactic #4.
An ad such as this can displayed throughout your visitor’s Facebook/Instagram
newsfeed and other locations. In this health niche example, it’s an ad with a recipe
and links directly to their store to purchase the product.
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For a green industry company, this can be an ad that simply reminds them to
complete your contact form to get their free estimate or go even more in-depth by
offering a discount on a particular service with scarcity to make sure they complete the
action as soon as possible.
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Here’s an example of putting this to work in the green industry:

Hint: using emojis in your posts/ads will help them stand out by catching readers eyes
as they scroll through their feed!
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Set Up Tracking With Google

The world’s best marketing won’t be of much help unless it can be tracked properly.
The old adage of “You can’t manage what you don’t track” holds true when it comes
to marketing your business online. You need to know what’s working and what is not
working so you can adjust accordingly to ensure a maximum ROI of your online
advertising efforts.
Some examples of this could be if an ad isn’t performing as it should or the costs-perclick/cost-per-lead is higher than normal, the ad’s image or copywriting may need to
be adjusted, or another example would be if your website has important information
educating prospective customers about your services but it’s somewhere that it’s not
easily found, this would need to be adjusted. Occurrences like this can be tracked
using resources such as Google Analytics/Console.

Google Analytics/Console Set Up
What you’ll need right away is a Google Gmail account. You can get one here: http://
mail.google.com. A Gmail account will allow you to easily access your Analytics and
Console information and any other services Google offers (Adwords, Google+,
YouTube, etc.) would be attached to the account.
Once you have that established, next you will create your Google Analytics account
which will unleash a powerful set of tools for tracking your customers online behavior.
From simple statistics such as the locations your site’s visitors are from to more
detailed, real time data on what device your site’s visitors are using most. Google
Analytics is a must-have for every business online. You can set up your account here:
https://google.com/analytics.
The following step will be to create your Google Console account, which you can do
so here: https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools. Google Console is a little-known
but powerful free service that allows you to monitor and maintain your site’s presence
in Google Search results. Its purpose is to help you understand how Google views
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your site and from there, optimize its performance in the search results (a.k.a. be
found by prospective customers!).
It answers important questions such as:
Which keyword inquiries (search results) did your site appear in?
Did some keyword inquiries result in more traffic (visitors clicking the
headline in the search results to go to your website) more so than
others?
Which sites are linking to your website?
Is your site performing well for mobile visitors?
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Put Your Facebook Pixel To Work!

Before we get into the technical aspects of the Facebook pixel, you’ll need to have
your company’s social media presence established if you don’t have it already. This
begins with having a Facebook page for your business (you have one of those right?!
😯 ).
The Facebook Pixel - Facebook has a powerful little piece of code that can silently
gather data on your website 100% free, even if you’re not actively using Facebook
ads. And don’t worry you don’t need to be a programmer to put it to use either!
The pixel is a piece of code that places an invisible 1x1 pixel image on your website
which sends a message back to Facebook when someone visits or takes an action
(submits a contact form, enters their email address into a form to sign up for a
newsletter, makes a purchase, etc.) on your site.
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You can place these pixels on any page you want to track what your visitors are doing
on said page, the type of device they are using, what pages they are viewing, how
many visitors have viewed specific pages, the list goes on… needless to say it’s very
powerful and gives you ample data to employ a digital marketing strategy to bring
more visitors to your site and turn those visitors into paying customers.
Here’s the kicker, all the while that this data of website visitors & new leads are being
recorded, it’s building an audience of people that are already interested in your
services that you can re-market to in the future! Talk about an easy sale in the future!
So to get started with setting up your pixel and begin tracking data, you’ll need to get
started with the Facebook Ads manager here: https://www.facebook.com/business/
learn/facebook-ads-basics (you won’t need to spend any money on ads to create the
pixel and place it on your website).
P.S. If you are employing Facebook ads in your digital marketing campaigns, having
your pixels installed correctly is absolutely crucial!
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Scan Your Website To Measure Your Website’s
SEO Score

Before we get into scanning your website - here is why “SEO” (search engine
optimization) is important to every green industry business that
In order for your site to be able to become indexed and ranked by the search engines
(Google is the primary focus), there are numerous parameters in which your site must
abide by and when done properly, your site will be “rewarded” by the search engines
and your site is placed near or at the top of the search engine results pages (SERPs)
where thousands of prospective customers are searching for your company’s services.
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Some of these parameters include:
• Proper on-page content structure (Headlines, Text, Images pertaining to the
keywords you’re targeting “Minneapolis Landscaping” located throughout your
page(s), etc.)
• Off-page (back links, citations, etc.)
• Page loading speed
• Social back links (links pointing from your website to your social media profiles)
• Social media sharing (how often your website is being shared in posts on social
media)
These are just some of the factors that come into play when it comes to getting your
website to be search engine friendly.
https://www.seotesteronline.com offers a free online “SEO Tester” (Website Scanner)
where your website is put to through nearly 25 parameters that assess how well the
search engines like your site. After getting your results, you’ll be able to then assess
the parts of your site that need to be improved to further entice the search engines to
“reward” your site by placing it higher in the search results.

Conclusion
I thoroughly hope this guide has helped you in setting up and further optimizing your
company’s online presence to ensure you’ll have a steady stream of in-bound leads
allowing you to grow your business!
If you have any questions feel free to contact us anytime:
http://www.landscapemarketingpros.co/contact-us
or email with questions: matt@landscapemarketingpros.co
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